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Get In Touch

Choose from a 1000+ venues vetted by
our community of over 750 retreat leaders.
© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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ABOUT US

ABOUT US

Discover Your Perfect

RETREATS
& VENUES

			 Retreat Venues

Choose from
a 1000+ venues
vetted by
our community
of over 750
retreat leaders.
FIND A VENUE

W

e help retreat leaders find their perfect venue for free. Browse our
website or book a discovery call today for a more personalized
touch. We will start by learning more about your retreat vision on
a discovery call (15 to 30 minutes).
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Then our retreat venue experts will curate a custom list of venues that match
your retreat vision. We then work 1 on 1 with you to help you book or hold
your perfect venue.

© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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CROATIA

SUPER HORIZONT

Super Horizont
20 PEOPLE

SPU

DALMATIA,CROATIA

7 ROOMS
SUMMER
VACATION
RENTAL
LEARN MORE

Located amidst Mediterranean forest on a
tranquil spot outside of Stobrec village, Super
Horizont Apartments overlooks a pebbly beach
which is only 120 m away. It offers air-conditioned

Discover Your
Next Retreat Venue

CROATIA
Discover leading retreats,
stunning venues and

apartments with balconies and free WiFi.
The Super Horizont offers a shared barbecue
area in the garden where guests can enjoy their
meals overlooking the blue Adriatic Sea below.
Stobrec is a great choice for travellers interested
in the seaside, promenades and sunshine.

welcoming hosts
around the world
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TROGIR RESIDENCE VILAS

TROGIR RESIDENCE VILAS

Trogir Residence Vilas
SPLIT-DALMATIA,
CROATIA
SPU

47 ROOMS

ACTIVITIES
24 PEOPLE

VILLA

LEARN MORE

•

Beach

•

Hiking

•

Sailing

•

Swimming

•

Biking

•

History

•

Running/

•

Tennis

•

Exploration

•

Horse Back

•

Golf

Riding

Jogging
•

Scuba Diving

Trogir Residence is a complex of 3 villas with 3 pools, by the sea,
located in the Trogir area, 100m from the beach. Each villa is superbly

Each villa has its private pool of 40m2 and consists of three 100 m2

equipped. Should you want to enjoy a peaceful holiday, with

apartments luxuriously furnished, with amazing sea view, fully equipped

affordable luxury, Trogir Residence is the right choice for you!

kitchen, wooden fireplace on every terase and indoor fireplace.
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Villas Borghetto
8 PEOPLE

TRS

Hotel President Solin
200 PEOPLE

5 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

SPU

96 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

Immerse yourself in pure luxury and beauty in

Hotel President Solin, located just a short

the heart of magical Istria! Let your senses come

driving distance from the centre of Split, in an

to life in the Mediterranean setting, listening

ideal tourist oasis, both for complete peace and

to the waves washing the shore, breathing in

relaxation, as well for active holidays. Apart from

the refreshing sea air, admiring the wonderful

accomodation, hotel offers a restaurant lounge

sight of the nearby olive groves and vineyards,

bar with DJ-a and live music, wellness & spa

delighting in delicious delicacies and exceptional

centre with guided trainings, yoga and various

wines. For the impeccable experience of the

interesting programs, parking, transfers and

perfect destination, choose your ideal holiday

VILLA

spot – luxurious villas Borghetto!

many other services which will make your stay
completely unforgettable.

POREČ ,CROATIA

ZAD

DALMATIA, CROATIA

Marvie Hotel & Health

Villa Calma
8 PEOPLE

HOTEL

135 PEOPLE

4 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

SPU

76 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

Villa Calma is one of the most distinguished

Contemporary concept of self-care. Modern

high-end luxury mansions on the Adriatic coast.

and luxuriously equipped rooms with ultimate

Opening in June 2018, Calma Luxury Villas

comfort. Mediterranean cuisine, gluten-free

offers an opulent and unique Croatian holiday

selection and individually created menus.

in total luxury, located in Starigrad-Paklenica in

Healthy drinks, relaxing view from the rooftop

the Zadar region of the Croatian Adriatic coast.

terrace by the outdoor pool. Adapted healthcare

This luxurious property includes three detached

and beauty programmes especially designed

villas featuring breathtaking panoramic views

for the purpose of achieving complete physical

of the Adriatic Sea and Paklenica National Park.

VILLA

and mental harmony

HOTEL

It is the perfect getaway for those who seek the
ultimate in luxury and privacy.
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STARIGRAD,CROATIA

DALMATIA, CROATIA
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Villa Diana
16 PEOPLE

4 ROOMS

Apartments Kastelan Korcula
ZAD

VILLA

6 PEOPLE

FEATURES

9 ROOMS

“There are special places that you visit

location. Only courtyard full of olive trees

once and you always want to come

separates you from the sea. All apartments

back. We believe that our apartments

have sea view and the balcony. They have

and our Island are those special places.

fully equipped kitchen (including induction

Tri Žala apartments - hidden from the city

stove, oven, dishwasher), every room has

rush, hustle and stress, only 5 km away

mosquito net and air conditioning. Large

from the City of Korčula. Enjoy a glass of

50” TV. Bathrooms have walk-in shower.

wine overlooking the Adriatic sea and

Enjoy the sea and rest in the deck chairs

breathtaking sunset. Take a swim in the

a walk along the coast or go to nearby
places (Zadar, Biograd, Fun Park Biograd..

DUBROVNIK-NERETVA, CROATIA

12 | © RETREATSANDVENUES

HOUSE FOR VACATION
DUBROVNIK–NERETVA, CROATIA

crystal clear Adriatic Sea followed by the
BBQ for your company.”

Olife Hotel
54 PEOPLE

FEATURES
DBV

VILLA

LEARN MORE

DBV

New luxury apartments on the excellent

NINON Design Boutique Hotel
18 PEOPLE

FEATURES

LEARN MORE

in the shadow of olive trees. At night take

DALMATIA, CROATIA

3 ROOMS

27 ROOMS

FEATURES

LEARN MORE

BWK

LEARN MORE

NINON is a family run business, located

In the spring of 2018 Marlene & Arian

in a small Dalmatian village close to

SALEHYNIA began the renovation project

Dubrovnik. Coming from an architectural

of a lifetime. “We were so surprised when a

background, the owners put the focus on

magnificent building in Milna on the island

design, nature and peace combined with

of Brač found us, whispering “bring me to

the best view you can get over the Elaphiti

life” and that’s exactly what we did!” Last

Islands and a very unique personal touch

year

in hospitality.

to include the Olife Beach and Resturant
HOTEL

2019 we have expanded our plans

for the summer season. Come share your
holidays with us.

ISLAND BRAC, CROATIA

© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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Villa Campiello
8 PEOPLE

RJK

Villa Torrecorta
8 PEOPLE

4 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

PUY

3 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

Restored to its original details and layout,

“The villa’s outstanding design is characterized

decorating and furnishing it with a light touch

by carefully planned exterior spaces boasting

to allow the Mediterranean architecture to

traditional elements of the authentic Istrian

shine, “Villa Campiello” is a magical resort

stone house with clear, minimal lines of the

surrounded by untouched nature located near

modern tower. This creates a mix of modern

romantic Vrbnik and historical Krk. Relaxing in

elements that enhance the traditional and

a pool, barbecuing, enjoying domestic wine,

original part of the house. The villa is 30 m long,

Mediterranean seafood, homemade olive oil, or

including 300 m2 of cozy interiors that could be

a more active type of vacation. A lot of love and

VILLA

attention has been given to the details, to make

VILLA

of view, into two separable and independent
KAMPELJE, CROATIA

sure your staying will memorable.

divided, from an aesthetical and practical point
residential units: the “stone house” and the

ISTRIA COUNTY, CROATIA

“tower”.

Cocoville Beach House
10 PEOPLE

SPU

5 ROOMS

10 PEOPLE

LEARN MORE

PUY

Cocoville Beach House is a new, beautifully

swimming pool and a patio, around 11 km from

as kayaking, zip-lining, pedaling, aqua park, &

Morosini-Grimani Castle. This villa has a private

mountain safari. It is surrounded by beautiful

pool, a garden, barbecue facilities, free WiFi and

views of mountain Biokovo, where you can

free private parking.

do hiking. The beach has plenty of pine trees

meditation.

The villa features 4 bedrooms, a flat-screen TV
VILLA WITH SMALL 1 BEDROOM OR
STUDIO APARTMENTS
MAKARSKA, CROATIA
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LEARN MORE

offers accommodation with a seasonal outdoor

beach where you will find many activities such

on the beach the whole day or do yoga and

5 ROOMS

“Featuring pool views, Villa Harmony in Paradise

designed villa, located 2 minutes walking to the

which can be used as a shade while you relax

Villa Harmony

with satellite channels, an equipped kitchen
with a dishwasher and a microwave, a washing

VILLA

machine, and 3 bathrooms with a shower. For
added convenience, the property can provide

ISTRIA, CROTIA

towels.”
© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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Villa Ivana
12 PEOPLE

6 ROOMS

Villa Flores
8 PEOPLE

FEATURES
SPU

4 ROOMS

FEATURES

LEARN MORE

SPU

LEARN MORE

If you’re looking for perfect place for your

Villa Flores is a newly built villa in Duće,

vacation , or you just want to recharge

near Omiš, and it is located right next to

your mind, body and soul, somewhere

the beach. It has 475m2 of luxury arranged

that feels like a home ,our villa will provide

living space, it is suitable for 10 persons.

everything you need for a vacation .

It has 4 bedrooms, each with its own
bathroom, 2 swimming pools (outdoor
and indoor), rooftop jacuzzi, a sauna, a
gym, large kitchen, dining room and a
livingroom. The villa is air conditioned

VILLA

VILLA

SPLIT-DALMATIA, CROATIA

5 ROOMS

included.

DUGI RAT, CROATIA

Bogata Suma
30 PEOPLE

and has a free wifi internet. Parking space

Villa Sancta Maria
14 PEOPLE

FEATURES
ZAG

LEARN MORE

6 ROOMS

FEATURES
PUY

LEARN MORE

Bogata Suma (“Rich Forest”) is a beautiful,

“Villa Sancta Maria Motovun is a renewed

natural venue. There is a field, there are

historical house converted in a five-star

small and big open spots in the forest,

luxury villa within incredible Mediterranean

beautiful trails... No noise, only bird songs,

ambient. This typical Istrian house is situated

and millions of stars at night.

at a breathtaking location with the most
exciting view in the whole Istrian peninsula.
Incredible historical villa with a beautiful

FARM
KARLOVAC COUNTY, CROATIA

16 | © RETREATSANDVENUES

VILLA
CROATIA

garden, private pool and amazing view at
medieval town Motovun, Mirna river valley
and surrounding hills, close to the seaside.”

© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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LifeClass Terme Sveti Martin

86 PEOPLE

157 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

ZAG

Meneghetti Wine Hotel & Winery
PUY

40 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

Terme Sveti Martin is a unique destination in

“The superb property build in istrian white

mainland Croatia for relaxation and wellness,

stone mansion is a foretaste of the country stay

sport and active holidays, congresses and team

to come: the singing of the crickets, the tranquil

building along with first-class gastronomic

beauty of the vines and olive trees, the gentle

experiences

natural

caress of the sea breeze and an entrancing

surroundings. It is situated in the protected

Mediterranean atmosphere. Merely a handful

locality of upper-Međimurje and yet is still close

of guest rooms are available in this heavenly

to urban centres, interesting events, festivals

setting guaranteeing a secluded stay at Wine

and

wonderful

and places of interest. The Resort comprises

RESORT

RESORT

Hotel.”

a complex of indoor pools with thermal water,
a summer aqua park, a wellness centre, and

MEĐIMURJE COUNTY, CROATIA

various restaurants.

Hotel “Vestibul Palace”

Maya Yoga House
8 PEOPLE

ZAG

26 PEOPLE

4 ROOMS
SPU

LEARN MORE

LEARN MORE

Diocletian palace, between the emperor’s

of the capital city of Croatia, Zagreb, in the

chambers and the emperor’s square “Peristile”,

heart of Croatian famous hills of Zagorje. House

a place which used to be reserved only for the

is situated on a small hill at an altitude of 160

gods. The hotel is a combination between the

m, surrounded by a garden with organic fruits

modern and the antique, where the modern

and vegetables. Our studio is a warm and

design of the interior is interwoven with the

welcoming space with lots of daily light. It

original walls of the Roman time. All the furniture

offers glorious views of the famous Zagorje hills,
forests, wildflowers, and green valleys.

11 ROOMS

Hotel Vestibul is located in the heart of the

Maya Yoga House is located 45 km northwest

VILLA
KRAPINA-ZAGORJE COUNTY,
CROATIA
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ISTRIA COUNTY, CROATIA

is hand-made and remarkably crafted.

HOTEL
SPLIT, CROATIA

© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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Linden Tree Retreat & Ranch
24 PEOPLE

11 ROOMS

Suncokret
8 PEOPLE

FEATURES

7 ROOMS

FEATURES

LEARN MORE

RESORT
PODUNAVLJE DISTRICT, CROATIA

An exclusive wilderness retreat & guest

Holistic Yoga Holiday Adventures on Hvar

ranch, LTRR is a model of sustainable

Island in Croatia, Suncokret is available

luxury offering an easy access escape to

to

decompress and realign oneself in Croatia’s

by independent yoga teachers, holistic

high country. Linden Tree Retreat & Ranch

specialists & private groups. We specialize

is a small, privately-owned and operated

in hosting holistic yoga retreat holiday

eco-safari-style resort, open seasonally

adventures for people on a journey of

to guests from all over the world. We are

personal transformation. Consult with

a true resort destination in that we own

us to co-design bespoke events for your

and operate our own adventures and
activities, and working closely with the
park authorities and the local community.

Wellness Hotel Villa Magdalena
24 ROOMS

KRAPINA-ZAGORJE COUNTY,
CROATIA
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RETREAT CENTER
SPLIT-DALMATIA, CROATIA

host

“Exclusive

Events”

organized

group of 6 - 12 participants within our
sacred retreat space!

Luxury apartments Villa Camellia
4 PEOPLE

FEATURES
ZAG

HOTEL

LEARN MORE

SPU

2 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

FEATURES
LEARN MORE

SPU

Villa Magdalena is the first four-star

“Villa Camellia is a 4star luxury private

hotel in Hrvatsko Zagorje, located on

accommodation

a gentle hill in the center of Krapinske

island of Brač and is reserved entirely for

Toplice just 45km from Zagreb. The hotel

ADULTS. Whether you are travelling alone

is a modern and exclusive architectural

or as a couple let Villa Camellia be your

building, incorporated into a gentle hill,

perfect island getaway. It is located close

with modern and luxuriously appointed

to the town center in a peaceful location.

accommodation units, each with a unique

Surrounded by greenery and high walls of

service - a Jacuzzi with medicinal thermal
mineral water in the living room.

VILLA
SUPETAR-DALMATIA, CROATIA

in

Supetar,

on

the

the famous stone of Brač provides you with
peace and privacy.We have 2 apartments
for 2 persons, pool and garden area.”

© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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Villa Iva-Dom
49 PEOPLE

SPU

Villa Botanica
6 PEOPLE

13 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

4 ROOMS

ZAG

LEARN MORE

Beautiful brand new Villa with 13 apartments, in

“Looking

for

pure

nature,

vineyards

and

the center of Kaštel Novi, few minutes from the

a bit of luxury? This house will fulfil all

beautiful pebble beaches and promenade with

of your expectations!Whether you are in

restaurants and bars. Villa has a backyard with

search of a calm weekend in the nature,

a pool and sitting area, for eating or drinking,

or you wish to explore everything what

surfing and enjoying.

Croatian Zagorje has to offer, this charming
Villa Botanica will satisfy all of your needs.
House is nestled in the hills of northern Croatia,
APARTMENTS AND ROOMS

half an hour from Zagreb, and offers idyllic

VILLA

location for a secret escape.”
DALMATIA, CROATIA

Villa St.Martin-Reef

Villa Val
8 PEOPLE

ZAD

KRAPINSKO-ZAGORSKA, CROATIA

8 PEOPLE

6 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

RJK

4 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

Fantastic newly built villa with a sea view and

This stunning four-bedroomed villa with heated

only a few minutes walk from the beautiful

pool located in the small village Martinšćica in

pebble beach, is located in the Dalmatian town

the western part of Cres Island is a wonderful

of Zadar. This luxury villa offers a comfortable

choice for a family or a group of friends looking

stay for a total of 8 guests who have 4 bedrooms

for a sumptuous beachside haven

with double beds at disposal. On a rooftop
terrace of 90 m², guests will enjoy a jacuzzi
and a beautiful view of the sea. The courtyard
features a heated swimming pool of 32 m² with

VILLA

VILLA

outdoor shower.
ZADAR, CROATIA
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MARTINŠĆICA, CROATIA

© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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Holiday house Villa Brbon
6 PEOPLE

3 ROOMS

Villa Navisus
10 PEOPLE

FEATURES

5 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

PUY

FEATURES
LEARN MORE

SPU

Spacious villa for vacation and relax

Villa Navisus is a well-equipped, newly built
villa with swimming pool, located above
the pebble beach in the fishing village of
Slatine on the island of Čiovo. From here,
the beautiful city Trogir is easily accessible,
as well as the famous city Split.

VILLA

VILLA

ISTRIA, CROATIA

CROATIA, CROATIA

Meneghello Palmizana Art Resort
63 PEOPLE

16 ROOMS

The

RESORT
HVAR, CROATIA

24 | © RETREATSANDVENUES

8 PEOPLE

FEATURES
SPU
whole

Villa Plitvice Sun
3 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

Meneghello

property

FEATURES
LEARN MORE

ZAD
is

Plitvice Sun Villa is located in a small

surrounded by a lot of greenery that in the

historical town of Udbina, the second

early 1900s our ancestors planted in what

sunniest

was a rocky and barren island and which

located on the hill with one of the most

still make the place special, with huge

spectacular views. Here you can spend

aloe and cactus plants. A real arboretum!

the most comfortable, stress free vacation,

Along with the property, several pieces of

surrounded by nature, silence, peace and

contemporary art are installed which make

light breeze in any season. Villa have indoor

the place even more original. Let yourself
be seduced by delicious sea delicacies,
typical Dalmatian dishes, fine wines from
Croatia served at Meneghello restaurant.

VILLA

town

in

Croatia.

Villa

and outdoor pool.

LIKA-SENJ, CROATIA

© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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Dolcevita
8 PEOPLE

SPU

Maison Lucante
8 PEOPLE

4 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

7 ROOMS

SPU

LEARN MORE

Villa Dolce Vita is a luxury holiday rental in

Maison Lucante is a lovely house surrounded

the center of Sutivan on the island of Brač.

with

The stone villa with a swimming pool has

mountains, and vineyards. Situated near the

been completely renovated this year and

stunning Pržina beach, at the edge of the

equipped for maximum enjoyment of this true

Korčula island, Maison Lucante offers its guests

Mediterranean paradise.

a feeling of home and style. Connect with the

heavenly

landscape,

turquoise

seas,

soul-healing nature and your inner self, while
VILLA

improving your yoga practice in an inspiring
RETREAT CENTER

and relaxing atmosphere.

SPLIT-DALMATIA, CROATIA

Unique Antistress Oasis Villa Antiqua
8 PEOPLE

RJK

KORCULA ISLAND, CROATIA

Villa Stella
8 PEOPLE

3 ROOMS
PUY

LEARN MORE

4 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

Charming Villa with a pool in heart of Istria.

Do you want to enjoy a lovely family villa in

Active vacations, cycling tours, wine & dine,

ancient city of Osor, the antistress oasis of

enjoy moments in Istria. Only 8km from sea

the islands Cres and Lošinj, one of the most
beautiful parts of Adriatic Sea in Croatia? Then
visit Villa Antiqua!”

VILLA
OSOR,CROATIA

26 | © RETREATSANDVENUES

VILLA
ISTRA, CROATIA

© RETREATSANDVENUES |
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Holiday Home Floreat

Villa Naturavita

8 PEOPLE
12 PEOPLE

6 ROOMS

4 ROOMS

FEATURES

FEATURES
LEARN MORE

DBV
PUY

LEARN MORE

Holiday home Floreat is a combination of

Dive into the green paradise of this

the finest aromas of the modern as well as

delightful, big Mediterranean garden in

the antique, with a dash of artistic charm

the amazing villa Naturavita which offers

to let yourself go and allow time to slip

peaceful and relaxed holidays for up to 12

from your senses. Holiday home Floreat

guests. Let yourself be pampered from

is a quiet oasis, a combination of different

this beautiful villa, located in the Istrian

interiors and facilities offering you a sense

hinterland with the view on the hills in

of familiarity in the climatic multiplicities

the background, while relaxing in the big

where you can feel as if you are staying in

private pool.

VILLA

your own home.

VILLA
DALMATIA, CROATIA
ISTRIA, CROATIA

Villa Soline

Villa Carica
12 ROOMS

10 PEOPLE

4 ROOMS

FEATURES

FEATURES

LEARN MORE

DBV
SPU

LEARN MORE

Mediterranean

lime

stone

villa

with

astonishing sea view and private heated

Villa is located on the beach with a great

pool

sea view. Apartments are bright, spacious,
modern decorated and air-conditioned.
There are four A4 + 2 apartments, and four
A2 + 2 apartments. All apartments have a
balcony with astonishing sea view, while
apartments on the ground floor has a large
terrace. Each floor of the house has one A4
VILLA

+ 2 and one A2 + 2 apartment.

VILLA
DUBROVNIK, CROATIA

DALMATIA, CROATIA

28 | © RETREATSANDVENUES
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Apartman Andy
6 PEOPLE

SPU

Punta Garden Pool House
6 PEOPLE

3 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

ZAD

2 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

One of the largest rental spaces in Croatia.

The best place to find a peach. Sea, sun, nature

Pleasant vacation, close to the beach, nature

everything near to you.

around the place, natural beauty, rich history,
vacation for adventurers, and for families.
Healthy food and drinking water fresh air.
Hospitality.

VILLA

VILLA

DALMATIA, CROATIA

San Canzian Village & Hotel

Villa Mamé
8 PEOPLE

SPU

ZADAR, CROATIA

50 PEOPLE

4 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

PUY

25 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

In Villa Mamé you can take a break from

San Canzian Village & Hotel is a 5* property

your busy daily life and dive into the blue of a

made up of a collection of rustic buildings

vacation. Come to the peaceful calm of the

placed in the heart of Istria, in the medieval

Makarska Riviera. Enjoy mesmerizing views

village of Mužolini Donji, near Buje and Grožnjan.

of the Biokovo mountain and the pristine

Surrounded by olive groves, vineyards, gardens

Dalmatian sea. Indulge in the versitile and fresh

of local herbs and plants it is a perfect place to

cuisine of an ancient port city.

experience the authentic Istrian vibe through
traditional architecture with modern influenced
VILLA
DALMATIA, CROATIA

30 | © RETREATSANDVENUES

design, a unique heritage concept, custom arts

HOTEL
ISTRA, CROATIA
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Villa Ox
14 PEOPLE

6 ROOMS

Villa Casa Gialla
8 PEOPLE

FEATURES
TRS

3 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

FEATURES
ZAG

LEARN MORE

Villa Ox is an isolated facility/property offering

Villa casa Gialla is a family own villa, on

peace and privacy, located in a small village

the edge of a small agriculture town.

in central Istria. It is characterized by an

Surrounded by peace, green and olive

elegant design that blends seamlessly with

groves. We offer a peaceful location with

the natural beauty of green hills, lavender

the possibility to enjoy local bio products.

plantations and olive trees that cover an

The family also offer typically made

area of 4,500 m2. The villa is equipped with

dinners, olive oil tours and tours of the

6 bedrooms that can accommodate up to

town and area.

14 people, and each is designed in a unique
VILLA
ISTRIA, CROATIA

style. Indulge in a well-deserved vacation on
this beautiful property by swimming in the
large heated pool or just relaxing on one of

VILLA
ISTRIA, CROATIA

the sun-drenched terraces.

Villa Z&Z
4 ROOMS

Villa Euphrasiana
SPU

VILLA
DALMATIA, CROATIA
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4 PEOPLE

FEATURES

2 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

FEATURES
PUY

LEARN MORE

“This brand new villa with swimming pool

The gorgeous villa Euphrasiana is a recently

has a direct footpath to the beach which

renovated and tastefully decorated villa,

is only 50 metres away. Ideal for your next

located in the centre of Poreč. Only a short

holiday to relax and enjoy with family and

walk away from the villa, you will find the

friends, with ample space inside and out.

famous Euphrazian Basilica, one of the

Generous sized rooms with fantastic views

most beautiful preserved monuments of

of the Adriatic sea are all equipped with air

early Byzantine art on the Mediterranean.

conditioning. There also is secure parking

The entire villa features underfloor heating,

spaces for 4 to 5 vehicles”

VILLA

making it a perfect choice for a vacation all
year round.

ISTRIA, CROATIA
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Villa Emma Maria
8 PEOPLE

Villa Fjaka
10 PEOPLE

3 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

PUY

ZAD

5 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

In eastern Istria and only a short drive away

Villa Fjaka combines off the beaten track

from Labin and Rabac, Villa Emma Maria awaits

Mediterranean nature surroundings with a high

for your arrival! You can enjoy private Jacuzzi

quality accommodation space. Placed on the

hydromassage pool and large swimming pool

island of Pag, one of Croatian secret islands,

with open panoramic view on the mountain

world reknown for it’s famous sheep cheese ,

Učka and greenery , this charming villa was

local ‘Zutica’ wine and delicious grilled fish Villa

built to provide a relaxing and peaceful holiday

Fjaka will surprise as well as energize its guests.

in the picturesque Istrian countryside.
VILLA

VILLA

ISTRIA, CROATIA

Villa 55

Villa Jadranka

10 PEOPLE

5 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

BWK

ISLAND PAG, CROATIA

PUY

4 ROOMS

LEARN MORE

Villa Jadranka is located within 2 km from the

“Stunning Villa 55 is a dream come true! Both

well-known Zlatni Rat beach in Bol. Apartments

on the inside as well as on the outside, the

provide

accommodation

villa offers everything you could possibly need

with free WiFi access and a view of the sea in

on your vacation! Starting from 2 outside

each unit. A garden with barbecue facilities

pools, one for adults and one for children,

are at the guests disposal as the brand new

to a large, carefully tended garten with toys

swimming pool dimension 10x6m!There are

for the youngest guests. If you like to stay

also possibilities to enjoy various activities such

active, you can play soccer or badminton.

air-conditioned

as diving, windsurfing, snorkeling, hiking, all

VILLA

nearby our Villa.

VILLA

for you, as well as a sauna and a hot tub where
CROATIA, DALMATIA, ISLAND BRAC,
BOL, CROATIA
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On the lower ground floor there is a gym waiting
you will be able to relax as long as you want”

ISTRIA, CROATIA
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BOOK YOUR PERFECT RETREAT VENUE
Choose from a 1000+ venues vetted by our community of over 750 retreat leaders.

FIND A VENUE

retreatsandvenues.com
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